
NEOLIGN®

circularity resistancezero emissions upcycling 

Hello - Thank you for choosing a WYE product! With your purchase you
support our vision of sustainable resource management through

recyclable materials. In this way, you are contributing to a sustainable
future in which production is responsible and environmentally friendly.

We, at WYE, create innovative materials without wasting natural
resources. This is made possible due to the development of Neolign®.

care package
Neolign Care is a protection and care product that is specifi cally 

developed to match to the characteristics of Neolign. It significantly 
increases the stain resistance as liquid and dirt are less easily

absorbed, due to the repletion of the material. With the care you 
ensure that you minimize signs of wear on your piece of furniture

and thus enjoy it for a long time. With all that you support our philo-
sophy of sustainability through longevity. For this we say Thank you! 

www.wye-design.com
Dorfstraße 10, 82387 Antdorf

hello@wye-design.com
    @wye_design

Neolign Care
ecological

impregnation

abrasive fl eece
for sanding

polishing cloth
for impregnation

NEOLIGN CARE

a sustainovative material

THE IDEAL PROTECTION FOR YOUR NEOLIGN® SURFACE



An important aspect of sustainability is durability. To ensure that your WYE piece 
retains its integrity over time, we recommend treating the surface preventively 
with Neolign Care (information on this can be found on the next page), natural 
oils or conventional environmentally friendly wood care products. Like all natural
materials, Neolign® matures with the influences of its environment and can
develop a charming patina depending on the intensity of use. So if you want to 
give your product the best protection and care, here are some useful tips. 

Neolign® consists of 83% by-products of the wood processing industry: wood 
chips. Because of Neolign® Materials, that otherwise would get wasted, become
your new favourite Design-Piece. Small, uncolored wood chips are by no
means defects. They result from the use of sustainable materials and are thus
an expression of the naturalness of the original material. Neolign® is also
recyclable. This ensures that even old Neolign® can be processed into new 
Neolign® products at the end of its life cycle. 

NEOLIGN® behaves like untreated wood.  
Neolign®, smells and feels like natural wood - in its original
state, liquid can naturally penetrate the fibers of the material.

Power of the sun against water stains
If liquid has penetrated the material, the power of the sun
is often enough to remove it again. 

Impregnate
Use Neolign Care to preventively protect Neolign® from 
stains or dirt.

Dishwashing liquid and sponge against stains
More tenacious stains can be easily be treated by using dishwash-
ing liquid and the coarse side of a classic dishwashing sponge. 

Abrasive fleece against scratches
The roughening character of the abrasive fleece makes scratches
and other imperfections disappear. 

Sanding 
Due to the coloration of Neolign®, a surface, damaged by
many years of use, can be professionally sanded.

The natural wood material combines many
different characteristics: 

Soft shell, hard core - Neolign® is a durable, robust material
that appreciates your care. 

NEOLIGN® is suitable for outdoor use. 
Compared to similarly untreated real wood alternatives,
Neolign® is significantly more weather-resistant. 

NEOLIGN® is hard-wearing.
Due to the high density, that comes with pressing, the
material is very robust. 

The NEOLIGN® surface is durable.
Scratches and marks do not indicate the end of the
product cycle. This ensures longevity.

NEOLIGN® is completely imbued.
Unlike superficially dyed materials, the surface reflects
the inside of the board.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS CHARACTERISTICS


